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Introduc2on
In various species, social network posiFon is a signiﬁcant
predictor of evoluFonary ﬁtness (1-3). However, it is not well
understood how network metrics are biologically signiﬁcant, or
whether they provide informaFon beyond measurement of
individual behaviors. The goal of this project was to ﬁrst assess
the consistency of behaviors, and if behaviors were consistent
within individuals, to invesFgate these traits as potenFal
determinants of network posiFon.
Study organism: Forked fungus beetles
(Bolitotherus cornutus) are ideal for
understanding the connecFon between
behavior and networks, as they
perform all social behaviors on the
bracket surface, and network metrics
predict ﬁtness in their social groups (1).

Methods

Results
Ac2vity behaviors are repeatable

• Future work on heritability and selecFon on
behavioral traits in this system is worthwhile.
No sex diﬀerences in repeatability
• If a behavior is more repeatable in males than
in females, females may use the trait as a
reliable cue to assess the male as a parent (4).
Figure 1. The three behaviors measured in the acFvity assay were all signiﬁcantly repeatable (latency:
ICC=0.451, p=6.01x10-11; distance: ICC=0.474, p=2.19x10-9; top speed: ICC=0.567, p=6.2x10-13).

No diﬀerences in repeatability between the sexes

• Future work can examine the relaFonship
between acFvity behaviors and male maFng
success as another test for sexual selecFon.

• PotenFal caveat: social network posiFon may
be inﬂuenced by behaviors other than the
ones we measured.

Behavioral assay, round 1

• To address this, we conducted experiments on
same-sex and opposite-sex interacFons to
study other behaviors.

Behavioral assay, round 2
Behavioral assay, round 3

Collect from ﬁeld populaFons

• No evidence for sexual selecFon on the
behaviors measured in this study.

Ac'vity behaviors do not predict network metrics

Collect from ﬁeld populaFons

Do network metrics reﬂect ac'vity behaviors? (N=15 M, 49 F)

Ac'vity behaviors are repeatable
• Intraclass correlaFon coeﬃcient provides an
upper bound on heritability.

Are ac'vity behaviors repeatable? (n=46 M, 45 F)

Return to ﬁeld populaFons

Discussion

Figure 2. No sex diﬀerences in repeatability (males: R=0.346, females: R=0.527) distance moved (males:
R=0.4, females: R=0.551), or top speed (males: R=0.527, females: R=0.611).

Ac2vity behaviors do not predict social network metrics

• If we conFnue with these analyses and these
results persist, we would conclude that
network analyses extract informaFon about
social behavior that cannot be measured at
the individual level.
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Social network observaFons

• Behavioral assay: each beetle was placed in an individual
compartment; coordinates were tracked for 2 hours to
assess movement.
• Social network observaFons: 14 populaFons were visited
twice per day for 7 weeks; proximity interacFons were
recorded using a scan sampling method.

Figure 3. None of the behaviors measured in the acFvity assay (latency to movement, distance moved, top
speed) were signiﬁcant predictors of social network metrics (strength, betweenness, clustering coeﬃcient)
in nine pairwise linear models.
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